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Abstract

Analysis of images obtained from two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2D-GE) is a topic of utmost importance in bioinformatics
research, since commercial and academic software available currently has proven to be neither completely effective nor fully automatic,
often requiring manual revision and refinement of computer generated matches. In this work, we present an effective technique for the
detection and the reconstruction of over-saturated protein spots. Firstly, the algorithm reveals overexposed areas, where spots may be
truncated, and plateau regions caused by smeared and overlapping spots. Next, it reconstructs the correct distribution of pixel values in
these overexposed areas and plateau regions, using a two-dimensional least-squares fitting based on a generalized Gaussian distribution.
Pixel correction in saturated and smeared spots allows more accurate quantification, providing more reliable image analysis results. The
method is validated for processing highly exposed 2D-GE images, comparing reconstructed spots with the corresponding non-saturated
image, demonstrating that the algorithm enables correct spot quantification.
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Introduction

Since the pioneer work of O’Farrel [1], two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis (2D-GE) has been demonstrated to be the
most comprehensive technique for the analysis of prote-
ome, allowing the simultaneous analysis of very large sets
of gene products. In the post-genomic era, 2D-GE becomes
a powerful tool that is widely used for the analysis of com-
plex protein mixtures extracted from cells, tissues, or other
biological samples [2].

In 2D-GE, proteins are visualized on a 2D plane,
according to their charge (pI) by isoelectric focusing (on
the first coordinate axis) and to their molecular weight

(MW) by SDS–PAGE (on the second coordinate axis).
As a result, each 2D-GE image contains a few hundred
up to several thousand protein spots, whose volume is cor-
related with the protein expression in the sample. The main
goal of comparative proteomics is to match protein spots
between gels and define differences in the expression level
of proteins in different biological states (e.g., healthy versus
diseased, or control versus treated).

An important prerequisite to guarantee optimal perfor-
mance of automated image analysis packages is good image
capture, which should allow for detection of various protein
amounts ranging from very low to high abundance. In par-
ticular, when a gel image is acquired, it is important to avoid
saturation effects, which occur when grey levels exceed the
maximum representable level on the used scale (e.g., in an
8-bit image an overexposed or saturated area contains a
large number of pixels with gray-level values close to 256).
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In practice, to avoid saturation during the scanning pro-
cedure, the operators should assure that the more abun-
dant protein spots are represented by pixels slightly
below the maximum intensity available, while keeping the
dynamic range as wide as possible and acquiring images
at 16-bit rather than 8-bit, because a 16-bit image has
65,536 gray levels while a 8-bit has only 256 gray levels.

The use of fluorescent protein stains can extend the lin-
ear dynamic range by 3–5 orders of magnitude [3]. How-
ever, the amplitude of the dynamic range is still a
relevant issue in biological applications, since protein con-
centrations in biological systems may vary by seven or
more orders of magnitude [3]. Currently, there is no acqui-
sition system that can cover this wide range. In practice, the
differences in protein concentration in biological systems
compromise the weak and low abundant protein spots,
which are often more biologically relevant, but generally
too faint to be accurately quantified [4].

The intensity of a pixel is expressed within a given range,
whose depth indicates how accurately the grey value can be
represented. 2D-GE images are usually acquired at 16 bit
resolution in the grey scale, resulting in maximum grey val-
ues of 216. The bit depth together with the type of staining
influences the linear dynamic range. Some of the most
widely-used staining methods are summarised in Table 1.
The linear dynamic range refers to the number of orders
of magnitude where the grey scale values increase propor-
tionally with protein amount. In other words, the orders
of magnitude define the volume difference between smallest
and largest spots. For example, 1 order of magnitude means
a difference from 1 to 10, while 5 orders from 1 to 100,000.
The linear dynamic range is necessary to examine these 2D-
GE spots containing varied concentrations of the target
proteins, so that the correlation between protein concentra-
tion and spot volume can be generated and evaluated.

Moreover, due to the highly complex nature of biologi-
cal samples, in most cases several proteins have similar pI
and MW values, and the corresponding spots migrate to
the same portion of the gel image, resulting in complex
regions with multiple overlapping spots. In this context,
commercial software available currently often requires
manual revision of spot detection and refinement of com-
puter generated matches [5–7].

The aim of the spot detection step is to define the loca-
tion, the true boundary and the intensity (usually the total
pixel volume within the boundary) of each spot. In partic-
ular, in order to achieve fast and reliable image analysis,
the algorithm used for image segmentation must provide
well-defined and reproducible spot detection, quantifica-

tion and normalization [8]. However, despite the availabil-
ity of several spot detection algorithms, the accurate
definition of protein spot might be critical in certain
regions, where defining the boundaries is challenging due
to variable background, spots overlapping and spot satura-
tion [9–11].

In a saturated spot, intensity values are truncated, pre-
venting the resolution of high intensity pixel, since the
missing area of the spot will not be measured. In other
words, a saturated spot does not provide any reliable quan-
titative data, and it might also compromise the overall nor-
malization. In particular, when comparing different
experimental states for expression changes representative
of a particular condition, the inclusion of highly to medium
abundant and saturated spots might bias normalization,
especially if their variance is a significant portion of the
total spot volume [3]. For these reasons, several authors
recommend manually deleting the saturated spots, before
analysing the gels [12]. In fact, currently available commer-
cial software (as Delta2D, ImageMaster, Melanie,
PDQuest, Progenesis and REDFIN) or academic packages
(as Pinnacle and Flicker) are not able to deal with specific
protein spot distortions found in the gel images [13].

In a recently-proposed approach to improve spot detec-
tion, Kim and Yoon [14] noticed that the gradients of the
valley under a plateau spot orient the peak. They therefore
suggested a spot separation method that computes the
accumulated gradient of each point in the potential com-
plex regions. The accumulated gradient image is then seg-
mented with a watershed segmentation algorithm. Using
this method, they can detect 75–96% over-saturated protein
spots. However, this method is not able to provide quanti-
tative information.

Since automatic detection of oversaturated protein spots
is, to date, infeasible, software developers suggest recover-
ing missing data by rescanning the gel at a lower exposure
(http://www.nonlinear.com/support/progenesis/samespots/
faq/saturation.aspx). Although theoretically possible, it
must be noted that this is often prohibitive, since gel stain-
ing is photosensitive and colors fade away in a few minutes
upon light exposure, or because image analysis is per-
formed a long time after the acquisition of the gels so that
the expensive 2DE procedure has to be repeated for
another scanning [15]. Moreover, acquiring images with
long exposure might provide more information, since the
acquired images contain a larger number of spots and thus
also the lower-abundance protein spots.

In this work, we present a novel two-step algorithm for
detection and reconstruction of over-saturated protein

Table 1 Some of the most widely used staining methods

Stain/Dye Residues associated Sensitivity (ng) Linear dynamic range (order) MS compatibility

Coomassie Brilliant Blue Arginine, lysine 8–10 1 Good
SYPRO Ruby Primary amines 1 3–4 Good
Deep Purple Primary amines >1 4 Good
Minimal Cy Dyes Lysine 0.1–0.2 4–5 Challenging
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spots. Firstly, it reveals overexposed areas, where spots
may be truncated, and plateau regions caused by smeared
and overlapping spots. Secondly, it processes the greyscale
distribution of saturated spots, reconstructing the satu-
rated region by a generalized Gaussian approximation.
The method yields a highly-refined and fully-automatic
spot detection that does not need further manual correc-
tions. Furthermore, the pixel correction in saturated and
smeared spots according to the generalized Gaussian curve
allows more accurate quantification, providing more reli-
able results from 2D-GE analysis. To validate the proposed
method, we processed a highly-exposed 2D-GE image con-
taining saturated spots and compared the reconstructed
spots to the corresponding spots of the unsaturated image.
Results indicate that the method can effectively reconstruct
the saturated spots and improve spot quantification.

Results and discussion

In order to test the algorithm for localizing plateau areas,
we examined 12 2D-GE gels with images acquired at 3 dif-
ferent exposures for each gel (36 images in total). An exam-
ple of the plateau areas detected using our algorithm is
shown in Figure 1. In this case, only the image in Figure 1C
(acquired at the lowest exposure) could be properly ana-
lysed by commercial software available, while the other
two images would be discarded because of the large satu-
rated areas. However, in several cases researchers would
be interested in processing also the image acquired with
the highest exposure (Figure 1A), since it contains the high-
est number of spots (and thus also the lower-abundance
protein spots). It must be said that, in practice, operators
only acquire a single image per gel, choosing then the image
that can give the largest amount of useful information. In
the example considered here, image shown in Figure 1A
provide more information due to more spots revealed.
However, without an extrapolation approach, this image
would be discarded due to the higher number of saturated
spots. We therefore used Melanie (GeneBio – Geneva) to
perform the spot detection on these three gel images and
detected 254, 213 and 172 spots in images shown in

Figure 1A–C, respectively. Hence, being able to analyse the
higher exposure images would yield 30% more spots, which
represent low abundant proteins and relatively faint spots.

As mentioned earlier, the commercial software is not
able to detect or report saturated areas and, furthermore,
does not warn the operator of the presence of saturated
regions. In fact, saturated spots can only be viewed using
the 3D layout, while it would be desirable that the 2D-
GE could be detected automatically by the software and
the saturated spot were reported before performing an
analysis. The proposed method is valid both for over-
stained spots and for highly-abundant protein spots. An
example of a highly-abundant protein spot is provided in
Figure 1, where albumin is the largest spot in the middle
of the images. The albumin spots are saturated in all the
three images (A–C), and our algorithm is able to detect
these areas correctly. In Figure 1, we showed that the same
gel can be analyzed with or without saturated spots, by
acquiring the images at different exposures. These images
provide us with the opportunity to see how the grey values
are distributed in the same spot.

The effect of overexposure on a single spot is shown in
detail in Figure 2, which refers to the saturated spot con-
tained in the blue box in Figure 1. In particular, Fig-
ure 2A–C show the spot acquired at three different
exposure conditions from a greater to lower opening. From
the 3D plot of the spot (Figure 2D–F), one can identify a
plateau zone for the higher exposures (Figure 2D and E),
where the red color denotes the maximum possible value
of the grey scale.

Finally, Figure 2G–I show the result of the plateau-area
finder (red contour) within the spot detection result using a
watershed algorithm (blue contour). In particular, we
observe that the spot in Figure 2G has a larger area, but
also a wide plateau area. The effect of overexposure on spot
volume quantification is shown in Figure 3, where the spot
intensity distributions are truncated (Figure 3A and B).

Before adopting the Gaussian extrapolation to recon-
struct the saturated spots, we validated the fitting model
on unsaturated spots. As described by Matuzevičius et al.
[16], we found a significant correlation between our

Figure 1 Saturation zones in 2D-GE images acquired at different exposures

The figure shows images of the same gel acquired at three different exposures as high (A), medium (B) and low (C). The saturation zones detected from our
algorithm are indicated in red. Spots boxed in blue were further analyzed in following figures.
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mathematical model and value distribution for unsaturated
spots (Figure 4A and C), with an error in volume estima-
tion below 5%. Two reconstructed spots were shown to val-
idate the reconstruction properties of the Gaussian
extrapolation method (Figure 4B and D).

Next, to evaluate the effect of saturation on a quantita-
tive proteomic analysis, we perform 2D-GE analysis on 12

gels with images acquired at three different exposures (36
images in total). The image analysis was performed using
the method describe by Natale et al. [17]. In most cases sat-
urated spots are found with the maximum or medium
exposure. The goal of this analysis was to quantify how
the spot volume increases with the three different exposures
(low, medium and high). We hypothesized that the volume

Figure 2 Visualization of plateau areas in 3D view and by our algorithm

The spot shown in panels A–C was the 3rd spot in the blue box in Figure 1 with high, medium and low exposure, respectively. D–F. The 3D visualization
of the spot in panels A–C was shown in D–F, respectively, according to the color scale on the right. Red areas in D and E indicated saturated areas
containing pixels with similar intensity (the saturated areas contains pixels with gray values close to 65,536 in 16-bit gray scale). G–I. The spots were
detected using watershed segmentation, with the spot boundary in blue and the plateau boundary in red as detected by our algorithm. The red areas in D
and E coincide with those in panels G and H, respectively.

Figure 3 Visualization of unsaturated and saturated spots in 2D view

Upper panel indicated the regions in the blue box as shown in Figure 1A–C with high, medium and low exposure. These regions were visualized in 2D view
in the lower panels accordingly. Arrows indicated the spots analyzed in Table 2. The profiles in this figure clearly show the Gaussian distribution of
unsaturated spots.
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of the same spot grows linearly with increasing exposure,
but with a different proportion depending on whether the
spot was saturated or not. We performed spot detection
on the 12 images at higher exposure and then exported
all the spots acquired from the images at high exposure
to those from the medium and low exposures. We chose
the high exposure because of the highest number of spots
detected. From all images, once matched, we extracted
the raw volume of the four spots shown in Figure 3 (two
small, one medium and one big spot). In order to compare
the spots among the different gels, we normalized raw vol-
umes by dividing each spot volume in the medium and
higher exposure by the spot volume detected in the gel at
the lower exposure.

In Table 2 we reported the variation in the volume
increase of the saturated and unsaturated spots at different
exposures. At the low exposure, all spots have been nor-
malized with respect to themselves (100%). At the maxi-
mum exposure, volume of unsaturated spots was
increased by more than two times (239%), whereas the vol-
ume of saturated spot was increased only 1.5 times (163%),
thus losing a considerable amount of information. This
problem, if not reported, could lead to errors in statistical
analysis, producing inconsistent results.

The method developed in this work allows us to auto-
matically identify the saturated pixels, and recalculate the

correct distribution of grey values. In Figure 4B we showed
a saturated spot, while in Figure 4D the same spot was
shown after applying the algorithm of Gaussian
extrapolation.

Conclusion

The method introduced in this paper allows us to extend
the linear dynamic range acting on the bit depth. When
the largest spots are saturated because they reach the max-
imum grey value permitted by the bit resolution, the algo-
rithm is able to reconstruct the saturated spots,
recalculating a grey value of individual pixels well above
65,536. In particular, we demonstrated that our algorithm
can successfully reconstruct the spot volume up to 2–3
times the maximum grey value. Therefore the values of
the pixels of the reconstructed images should be stored as
a values array. Of course, the linear dynamic range is
strongly influenced by the type of staining used and by
the acquisition tool.

Saturation of abundant spots is an important issue in 2-
DE evaluation, in particular when dealing with complex
samples like serum or plasma, where protein distribution
might be highly heterogeneous. Since commercial software
currently available is not yet able to perform 2D-GE anal-
ysis in the presence of saturated spots, the only alternatives
are based on gel image acquisition or gel rescanning with
different parameters.

We presented a new approach for the treatment of over-
saturated protein spots in 2D-GE, which combines a spot
detection algorithm to find the oversaturated spots and a
Gaussian extrapolation approach to approximate the
unsaturated spot volume (and thus the correct protein

Table 2 Variation in the volume increase of the saturated and unsaturated

spots at different exposures

Low exposure Medium exposure High exposure

Unsaturated spots 100% 150% ± 21% 239% ± 40%
Saturated spots 100% 129% ± 12% 163% ± 14%

Note: Data was shown as average ± standard deviation.

Figure 4 Visualization of unsaturated and saturated spots in 3D view before and after reconstruction

The 3D visualization of the unsaturated spot (Figure 2C) and saturated spot (Figure 2A) was shown in panels A and B, respectively. Pixels are shown on
X and Y axes and the gray values are shown on Z axis. Shape reconstruction of the unsaturated spot shown in panel A and saturated spot shown in B was
shown in panels C and D, respectively.
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expression). The proposed method has been validated by
comparing the reconstructed spots in the same gel acquired
at different exposures, showing that the method allows us
to automatically extract the pixel data within the spot
boundaries, and in the presence of a plateau area, recalcu-
late the correct distribution of grey values.

Methods

In order to collect a set of images useful to test the algo-
rithm, we run 10 plasma samples using 2D-GE. 2D-GE
was performed according to Maresca et al. [18], with each
sample run in duplicate. For the first-dimension of electro-
phoresis, 200 lg of plasma protein samples (approximately
3 ll) were applied to 18-cm linear IPG strips 4–7 (GE
Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) and focused until
72,000 V/h were reached. Prior to SDS–PAGE, the IPG
strips were equilibrated twice for 15min in equilibration
buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.8, 6 M urea, 30% glycerol
(v/v), 2% SDS (w/v) and traces of bromophenol blue) con-
taining 1% DTT (w/v)for the first equilibration step and
2.5% iodoacetamide (w/v) for the second step, respectively.
SDS–PAGE was performed on 12.5% polyacrylamide gels
at 60 mA/gel at 16 �C and terminated when the dye front
reached the lower end of the gel. After SDS–PAGE, the
gels were stained overnight with RuBPs in fixing solution
(30% ethanol and 10% acetic acid) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. The gel images were acquired by

Gel-Doc-it 310 Imaging system (UVP, Upland, CA), with
the following setting—exposure 7 s, gain 3 and three differ-
ent apertures: 6, 7 and 8. Aperture is expressed as F-stop
(e.g., F2.8 or f/2.8): the smaller is the F-stop number (or
f/value), the larger is the aperture.

Using a larger exposure yields a larger number of spots
and, at the same time, more saturated areas. In our case,
only the image acquired at the lower exposure (Figure 1C)
could be properly analysed by commercial and academic
software currently available, while the saturation in some
areas in the other two images (Figure 1A and B) prevented
accurate evaluation of protein expression. Using the algo-
rithm described in this work, we have been able to approx-
imate the intensity values of the non-saturated spots within
the saturated area.

Despeckling

After image scanning, the 2D-GE images are noisy and usu-
ally affected by several artefacts such as scratches, air bubbles
and spikes. Scratches and air bubbles are unintentionally
introduced by the operator, while spikes are caused by the
presence of precipitated staining particles or imperfect poly-
acrylamide gel matrix. In particular, spikes are a sort of
impulsive noise because of the small area of high intensity.

The aim of reducing speckles in a 2D-GE image (despec-
kling) is to remove the noise without introducing any sig-
nificant distortion in quantitative spot volume data.

Figure 5 Despeckling using median filter

A. Portion of 2D-GE gel where the spikes are marked with black arrows. B. Portion of 2D-GE gel after despeckling using 3�3 median filter. 3D view of the
portion of gels in A and B was indicated in panels C and D, respectively. The red arrow in panel C indicates a spike, which completely disappeared in panel
D after despeckling. The increase in gray values from low to high is shown in color gradient (blue to red).
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Noise suppression methods employed in commercial soft-
ware packages for 2D-GE image analysis are based on spa-
tial filtering, particularly the most widely used techniques
are based on local median filter [19].

Although several other methods have been developed
[20], the advantage of using the median filter is the easy
application, since it normally requires the setting of only
one main parameter, the filter kernel, which is generally
related to the noise size [20]. At the same time, the size of
the filter matrix also accounts for the major impact exerted
on the resulting image. We evaluated the performance of
filter size on a set of test images from 3 � 3 to 7 � 7 and
observed remarkable deterioration for larger filter size,
due to the decreased the contrast of the image. Therefore,
a 3 � 3 filter was chosen, which was capable of removing
most of the spikes, while preserving the shape of the spots.
The result of a 3 � 3 median filter on a sample image is
shown in Figure 5. A portion of gel with spikes in 2D
and 3D view was shown in Figure 5A and C, respectively.
The results of a 3 � 3 median filter are shown in Figure 5B
and D accordingly.

Identification of plateau regions

Saturation effects in 2D gel images could occur for several
reasons: (i) intense staining, causing complete absorption
of light passing through the spot, (ii) long exposure time
during the acquisition step, (iii) too high protein concentra-
tion, or (iv) accumulation of pigment on top of high inten-
sity spots, leading to the loss of dynamic linear range.
Saturation effects might also result from manipulation of
image data with image processing software that is not
designed for quantitative image analysis (e.g., Photoshop).
For instance, visually-enhanced images often show plateau
areas in the high and low intensity regions [12].

The commercial software is able to detect a saturated
area when the intensity reaches the maximum value of
grey-scale. However, in most cases saturated areas are very
similar to plateau zones, i.e., where the pixels have similar
intensity without reaching the maximum value of grey-
scale. In these cases, the software might also fail to detect
the plateau regions, causing the operator to underestimate
the problem.

Figure 6 Structural element used to identify the plateau regions

A. Structural element on a portion of image. Each square represents a pixel and the radius (RD) defines the pixels that are included in the structural
element. B. The greyscale value tolerance (GVT) represents the difference between the minimum and maximum grey value of the pixels within the
structural element. The red spot indicates the projection of the center of the structural element above the portion of image in 3D view.
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In order to identify the plateau regions, we implemented
a morphological filter, inspired by the rolling-ball algo-
rithm described by Sternberg [21], which allows segmenta-
tion of the plateau zones. This method is based on a
structural element (SE) defined by a circle of given radius
(RD) and a grey-scale value tolerance (GVT). In particular,
for each pixel (x,y) of the image I, the SE is defined as a cir-
cular neighbourhood of RD:

SE ¼ ðs; tÞ in I=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðs� xÞ2 þ ðt � yÞ2
q

< RD
�

ð1aÞ

Where

I ¼ ð0; image widthÞ � ½0; image height� ð1bÞ
denotes the spatial domain of the image.

The SE is depicted in Figure 6A. The RD and the GVT
are defined by a single parameter. The GVT represents the
rate of grey values of the pixel in the centre of the SEs
(Figure 6B). For instance, setting the parameter to 10, the
RD is 10 pixels and the GVT in the 10% of grey values of
the pixel at position (x,y).

The centre of SE is moved along each pixel of the image
and the maximum and minimum grey values of the pixels
for each point (x,y) within the given RD are calculated.
When the difference between maximum and minimum is
less than GVT, the area defined by the local operator is
considered as a plateau area.

It is worth noting that, when the value of the parameter
is low, the RD of the ball is small and only few pixels are
included in SE. We examined the performance with RD

values from 10 to 25 and for this analysis we selected a
value of 15.

Detection of saturated spots

After localizing the plateau regions, we segmented the
image to identify the isolated protein spots containing pla-
teau areas on each gel image. The segmentation procedure
yields a set of image segments, consisting of connected
neighbouring pixels enclosed by a spot boundary. Each
image segment represents the spot of one single isolated
protein.

A watershed algorithm was used in this segmentation
step. In this approach, the image is considered as a land-

scape, and the segmentation is to identify all the local min-
ima in the landscape and then find the catchment basins

associated with each local minima. The boundary between
several catchment basins is called a watershed [21]. For 2D-
GE each separated catchment basin is considered as an iso-
lated protein spot. Unlike the usual watershed segmenta-
tion, only the plateau areas in our method have been
assigned to a catchment basin.

Finally, the grey values of the pixels inside the spot,
excluding the region identified as a plateau area, were used
in the Gaussian extrapolation step to recover the distribu-
tion of the unsaturated spot.

Gaussian extrapolation

The final step consists of reconstructing the saturated spots
resulting from high exposure images and approximating
the unknown grey values in the plateau region. This has
been done considering the unsaturated spot to be described
by an analytical function, depending on a restricted set of
parameters. In particular, we assumed each cross section
of the spot intensity along both vertical and horizontal axes
to be approximated by a generalized Gaussian distribution.
Namely, for each value of the Y-coordinates we considered
a function of the form:

f ðx;MðyÞ; rðyÞ; x0; bÞ ¼
MðyÞ
rðyÞ exp � jx� x0ðyÞjb

brðyÞb

 !

ð2Þ

For b = 2, Eq. (1b) defines the kernel of a standard
Gaussian distribution centred in x0(y), where r(y) and
M(y) is the standard deviation and the maximum of inten-
sity values, respectively. Note that, unlike the other param-
eters, b does not depend on y, assuming that the
approximating Gaussian can have different maximum, cen-
ter and variance in different sections.

The reconstruction problem can be formulated as fol-
lows. Given

ðxi; yiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;Nx; j ¼ 1; . . . ;Ny

� �

ð3Þ

and the corresponding intensities {Iij}, we determine the set
of parameters (M, r, x0, b) for which the function defined
in (2) fits at best the values of the intensity in the unsatu-
rated region. In practice, we have to minimize an error
function that defines how good a particular parameter set
is. For example, a standard least-squared criterion can be
used

E MðyjÞ; rðyjÞ; x0ðyjÞ; b
� �

¼
XNx

i¼1
f xi;MðyjÞ; rðyjÞ; x0ðyjÞ; b
� �

� I ij

�

�

�

�

2 ð4Þ

However, the error measure can be defined in different
ways, e.g., according to different norms or including differ-
ent weighs for the different parameters and/or the different
pixels. In particular, we modified (4) in order to control the
variation of the parameters for different sections. In our
case the error function (5) can be formulated as follows

Ê MðyjÞ; rðyjÞ; x0ðyjÞ; b
� �

¼ E MðyjÞ; rðyjÞ; x0ðyjÞ; b
� �

þ MðyjÞ �Mðyj�1Þ
� �2

þ dr rðyjÞ � rðyj�1Þ
� �2

þ dx0
x0ðyiÞ � x0ðyj�1Þ
� �2 ð5Þ

For positive values of the parameters (dM, dr, dx0
), the

problem is then reduced to finding the parameters yielding
the minimum of the selected error function. One possibility
is to perform an exhaustive search on all the values of a
pre-defined parameters space. However, if the size of the
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parameter space is large, a more effective Newton–Raph-
son algorithm to find the zero of the gradient could be
employed.
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